Brisbane, 4–7 July 2017

The University of Queensland
Welcome to Brisbane!

Australia's third largest city ( > 2 million)

Several major universities, many attractions
Brisbane “winter”
Brisbane “winter”
Main site: The University of Queensland

One of Australia's most prestigious universities

On the river in the heart of Brisbane

Easy, direct bus or ferry access to city

Large campus with everything on-site

Has eduroam
Accommodation

On-site:

Student accommodation approx. € 55 per night

Off-site:

Wide range of hotels nearby in the city
Social events
Flights

Major international airport 15km from venue

Direct connections to large international hubs

Return flights (full-service):

- Frankfurt: € 1,200
- Los Angeles: $ 1,750
- Tokyo: ¥ 100,000
Main organisers

Benjamin Burton
University of Queensland

Joachim Gudmundsson
University of Sydney
Homework

Australia has large communities in

Combinatorics
Graph drawing
Robotics
Topology  …

**Satellite workshops** are a great opportunity to bring new faces into the community

Please think about **organising** one!
Funding opportunities

Workshop funding available through AMSI / AustMS

- $\leq 8k$ for small workshops, $16k$ for large workshops
- You will want an Australian co-organiser
- Applications close 14 November
Other things

Looking for sponsors to keep costs down

Aiming for registration ~ €250 / €150 for students

Looking into options for child care
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Questions?